
Girls Volleyball Booster Club Minutes
8/30/22 @ the Baldwinsville Public Library
Attendees: Coach Sayler, Coach Sullivan; Shannon Phelps; Deb Gregoire, Jill Offredi, Veronica
Connors, Tricia Wickes, Mindy Gillespie and Shannon Diep
Start time: 6:40

Coach Sayler started off the meeting speaking about the gym conditions.  It had been very hot
and humid this week and the gym floor  became very slippery.  She has spoken with the AD
regarding coming up with some solutions.

Mindy advised that overall we feel that the Ad Campaign went well.  We definitely have room to
improve, however for it being the first time in several years as well as the first time for any of us
to do it, it went well.

Jenn was unable to attend the meeting so Mindy went through the notes that she had provided
us. She advised that the charter buses are all paid for.  We have received payment from about
½ of the teams that are signed up for our tournament. ( Coach Sayler mentioned that we could
use 2 more teams for the tournament)  We have approx $8000 in checking and $40,000 overall.

Mindy advised that last year we paid $450 for the Silver Package for Hudle.  It included 100
hours, however at this point we had only used 28.  While discussing it she pulled up our account
and noticed there had been a payment made that day on the account for approx $13,400.  It
was listed as Hudle AD package gold.  So it appeared that the district had purchased it.  Coach
Sayler then reached out to the AD and he confirmed that they in fact had purchased it and they
were in the process of having the cameras activated.  We all agreed that this was a big deal and
very exciting.  The package that the AD purchased is for the district.

Coach Sayler has the new Ipad and asked about getting a Stats program which would cost
$70/year for 2 teams (Varisty and JV).  We agreed that since we no longer had to pay for Hudle
that we could pay for the Stat Program.

Shannon Diep will clean up the email addresses that we have for Coach Sayler and change it
over to her bville.org email address.

Coach Sayler advised that the boys varsity coach, Coach Gesek, reached out regarding shirts.
They are ordering practice shirts for their team and offered us the chance to go in on the
purchase and get some for our team.  However due to the number of shirts that we are already
providing the girls we decided to pass.  She also discussed the Jerseys and warm ups and she
is close to making a decision.  Also Shannon Phelps said that the black jerseys are 4 weeks out.

Veronica Connors then provided an update on the tournament concessions:
● Sals will do $10/pizzas
● Wegmans will give us a $100 Gift Card

● Chick-fil-a will donate 100 sandwiches for the Varsity tournament.  We agreed that we
should purchase an additional 50 sandwiches at cost.  Then for the JV tournament we
will purchase at cost what we need.  However, we will wait to see how Varsity does
before committing to a figure.



● Stewarts will donate Chocolate Milk and donuts
● We should work on getting a Gift Card from Tops and Price Chopper
● We also discussed having the girls go out and pick apples at Abbotts and then they can

sell them at the tournament.
● Spirit Nights

○ Sals
○ Chik-fil-a
○ Chipolte
○ Panera

■ Any night is fine for them, try avoiding game nights

Shannon Phelps discussed Tshirts
● Tournament T-Shirts are ordered
● Champion of the Tournament T-shirts are ordered

○ We agreed that only the winners of the gold bracket get a tshirt, not the winners
of each bracket.

● The store is open and we earn 10% back.  It will close at midnight 9/6.
● Tournament T-shirts for the girls to wear are performance material and Varsity is Black

and JV is Red.
● We are looking at backpacks to order. Coach Sayler showed a couple options she was

looking at.
● There will be hats and purses to sell as well at the tournament
● Coach Sayler advised that the Mizuno Rep will be at the tournament too

Tournament:
● Shifts this year should be 7-12 and 11:30-4:00.  There should be overlap so that the

incoming shift can be updated on all the things.  There should also be 1 point person per
shift to avoid over ordering and to coordinate.

● We need Brackets and we should be able to have them printed at Ray.  Not sure who is
taking care of designing and ordering. **

Coach Sayler advised that she will be needing parent volunteers at all the games.  She does
have someone to help score the games for both JV and Varsity. However, a libero tracker and
scoreboard operator are needed.  She will be sending out a sign up sheet.

We discussed setting up a Venmo in the Booster Club name so that it would be a smooth
transition next year.  We discussed setting up a Google Voice # with our google email account
and using that phone number to set up the Venmo. Shannon Diep will set up the phone # and
provide it to Jenn for the new Venmo.  In addition Mindy mentioned that we would need a new
treasurer next year and Jill Offredi volunteered to fill that position.  That will be voted on and
confirmed at the beginning of next year (2023).

Next meeting  is scheduled for 9/19/2022 @ 6:30 @ the Baldwinsville Public Library.

Meeting ended at 7:57


